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It was cool and clear In the stadium this morning. The sunlight was so bright
I felt as if I could see past and future as now I could see places other than this
huge arena thousands of miles from the New York home from which I viewed
the events leading to this formal inauguration of the World Disarmament
Plan. How had all this been possible when less than a decade ago we had been
so close to unprecedented destruction? When did it start to happen? What was
the turning point? Where did the vision come from that gave this sense of dÿjh
vu? Only once before had I seen or experienced anything like today. As I
scanned the stadium on my own side where the observers sat, the faces and garb
reflecting the varieties of human diversity, so recently and so vigorously
reclaimed from disappearance into the homogenization of the global mihtary/industrial culture, I remembered the huge auditorium of the Medical
Center in Mexico where the Womens Tribunal met in June 1975 And I
thought of the great assembly in another part of Mexico City where the formal
U N. conference convened as I watched the delegates file Into their section,
many of them embracing, shaking hands, greeting each other with the
enthusiasm of members of a winning team, with the energy of those revitalized
by ultimate success in a long and arduous struggle The official delegates were
somewhat more decorous than we nongovernmental observers, members of a
multiphcity of organizations and movements, many totally unaffiliated
participants in the struggle Most of us had contributed to "stalling traffic" an
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the large tunnel entrances, shouting, waving to each other, hugging, blowing
kisses; no small number doing dances of joy as they sang their way to their
places in the stand. Even the delegates seemed joyously celebrant I saw again
that same day in June when the official delegates to the World Conference for
International Women's Year assembled for the inaugural session, the
expansive bright hall festooned with the flags of the member states and the
largely female assemblage comprising a glorious costume display, representing all the world's cultures
Maybe it began there on those hot and rainy days when our feet were
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constantly wet from waiting for the bus to take us for our nearly daily trips
from the nongovernmental tribune to the official U N. conference to lobby the
delegates. We struggled to assure that some consideration of the legitimate
concerns of women would be included in the poll tics-as-usual discourse of the
nation-states. Ah, the startled look of the grey-garbed Chinese delegate as she
emerged from the toilet stall to have a disarmament statement thrust at herW
We were determined to focus attention on disarmament as the basic
requirement for "peace" without which we saw little hope for the two other
themes of that International year that became a U.N. decade, "equality" and
"development "
Memory carried me, more comfortably than did the chartered Mexican
buses, back to the tribune and the panel on disarmament where a Nobel
Laureate received a standing ovation from the women when he told them the
task was theirs. Without their persistent, global, and voluminous demand, he
asserted, the male power structures of the nation-states would never disarm.
"If you have to take to the streets, do ltl And keep doing it until we've got an
agreement for General and Complete DlsarmamentI" General and Complete
Disarmament (GCD) was his watchword and the constantly articulated vision
he and those who clearly perceived the true dangers to human security put
forth as the only real hope for peace, and the fundamental need for survival
He also continuously pointed, as he did in his call to the women to articulate
their demands forcefully and publicly, to the legitimate expression of popular
sovereignty in public opinion, and to the potential for articulation and
execution of the "will of the people" that lay In commumcatlons media free of
the control of nation-states.
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Maybe that is what really made the difference, the media. Certainly without
it the great outpouring of revulsion at the thought of nuclear war and the
rejection of further development of nuclear weapons would not have been so
quickly perceived and responded to by the pohcymakers, especially the leaders
of the nuclear states and most especially the superpowers. Yes, it was the
media, and their coverage of the changes an strategic doctrine--the shift from
deterrence to limited nuclear war policy, which the pohtlclans dad not
expect the masses of people to notice or respond to, assuming they could
continue to cover It over with arguments about national security and technical
competence and all the smoke screens that for so long had kept the average
person from confronting the fundamental security issues
Surely that had an impact--the mistaken assumptions of a leadership out of
touch with the people, In fact out of touch with reality. The shift startled and
frightened even those of us in the peace movement, Including the researchers
who had closely followed arms Issues and were always aware of the grave
danger. It made the danger more imminent. We could see it, smell it, feel it,
almost touch it. It was in our heads constantly, often crowding out all other
thoughts, screaming "Do somethingI Act on your analysisI Live your
commitmentI" And that was part of it, too, the numbers of people beginning
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to live by their commitment to the reversal of mlhtarlzatlon and t]ae abohtlon
of war. Some even willingly died for this goal, not as the innocent victims of
mlhtarism and repression to whose liberation they committed their hves, but
as persons consciously embracing the ultimate risk for the sake of the ultimate
value But again, without the media would so many have known of them, a
few American religious, a Dutch journalist, and the others? None of them
had to be there with their hves on the line in the struggle Nor In fact did
all the others about whom we never learned because neither their lives
nor their deaths were considered "newsworthy." Now people demanded
to know
Yes, It mÿght be that public opinion can influence the media as much as the
other way around And even journalists can have commitments and be both

acclaimed and reviled for them. I thought briefly of the Jonathan Schell
phenomenon and the starthng impact of hÿs book on people who had never
thought seriously about the problem of nuclear war;1 the great stir in the
medm and conversation, the chastening effect, and then the denial, "Oh well,
nothing new in it after all." "Very badly written, don't you think? .... Oh, yeah,
typical New Yorker verbosity." "Hell, there simply can't be total devastation.
Something, someone will survive to build anew .... Indeed, where there is life
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there is hope " Ah, but that possibility could not be fully demed There could,
in fact, be no reflectzve life left, arrogant as that may seem to roaches and
rodents That was it. It was really just the opposite This time the hope was
born out of the reahzataon that there could be no hfe, out of the determination
to prevent the death of the planet.
Yet none of this could have happened without the visions and the plans to
make reahtites out of possibilities, wÿthout the strategies and pohcies to
capitalize on the tiny flickering hghts of hope in the developments running
counter to the arms race and war during those very days when the trends
toward global militarization were so virulent. Yesterday on the plane, an a seat
separated from the others in my chapter of Educators for Social Responsibility
(ESR),2 who formed one of the many observeÿr groups traveling to witness this
culminating ceremony (though most of us know It is only the beginning), I
reverted to my distant past as a student and teacher of history and jotted down
a chronology of the political events that got us to today's affirmation ntual--a
goal that had so often seemed at best quixotic, at worst impossible, even to
those of us who kept Insisting we could stop the arms race, that xt was only a
matter of "political will." I did not bother to record the long history of
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disarmament efforts from the mid-nineteenth century, so frequently reviewed
with students, nor did I start with the international treaties of the nuclear age,
all too often cited as proof of the effectiveness or inadequacies, depending on
the perspective of the chronicler, of arms control agreements.3 Instead, I
pulled from the roots of history, read or remembered, some twentieth-century
landmarks on the road toward the abolition of war, toward the popularization
and realization of the notion of general and complete disarmament. My
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chronology, as copied here from the back of the travel preparauon memo and
schedule ESR had sent to our group, went like this.

1928
1932

Kellogg Briand Pact--renounced war as an Instrument of
natxonal pohcy--sxgned by fifty nations
World Dÿsarmament Conference meets m Geneva--recograzed arms race as a cause of war

1945

U N. Charter declares as ÿts purpose putting an "end to the
scourge of war " First resoluuon of the General Assembly
prohibits the use of nuclear weapons

1945

Japan dissolves its military

1948

Costa Rlca abohshes its army; transfers funds to educauon

1950-1963

U.N peacekeeplng actions undertaken

1975

Internauonal Womens Year (IWY) catalyzes mternauonal
women's movement for disarmament

1978

U.N First Special Sessmn on Disarmament (SSD I) designates total ehminatmn of national mahtary forces as longrange goal of dlsarmamenO

1979-1982

Shift in strategic doctrines discloses seriousness of possÿblhty
of nuclear war

1980

UNESCO convenes World Congress on Dxsarmament Education

European women present disarmament petition with thousands of signatures to Secretary General at Women's MidDecade Conference

1981-1982

Masswe demonstratmns for nuclear dxsarmament take place
m Europe, Japan, Austraha, North Amerxca. June 1982 convenmg of SSD II becomes focal point for coordinated worldwide popular movement for dxsarmament

1983

Launching of U N. World Disarmament campaign toeducate
and moballze the general pubhc m favor of disarmament5

1984-1986

U.N. Peacekeepmg Force estabhshed as member states initiate reductmn of arms and armed forces hawng adopted the
Defenswe Weapons System 6 Several small states emulate
Costa Rxca and abolish their armies, transferring funds to
educatxon and development.

1985

Regmnal Development/Disarmament Councxls estabhshed
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in all world regions to guide economic conversion of resources and production from the mlhtary to Clvxhan sectors
and to assure security through the fulfillment of human
needs

1987

SSD III outlines a basic treaty for general and complete
disarmament

1990

Final ratification of the World Treaty on General and Complete Disarmament Massive worldwide celebration--international ceremony to mark its coming into force

Long before yesterday's review, the events leading us here seemed clear to
me Even as they happened I would mark them off as landmarks on my mental
map of the journey to disarmament Still, I could not put my finger on what
really made the difference I kept looking around the stadium, searching out
individual faces of people I knew had been important in the movement, and
representauve groups recognized as significant political forces or gadflies I
focused on the bright yellow robes of a Japanese Buddhist monk standing at
one of the entrances to the playing field. He was holding a round single-skin
drum of a type that had set the rhythm for another week in June As more
clergy began to cluster around him, preparing themselves to walk out onto the
platform on the middle of the field where the opening rehglous observation
was to take place, I heard again the pulse of those drums, blending into the
guitars and crisp voices of the young Benedictines singing m the Cathedral of
St John the Divine in New York City Ten thousand people representing
virtually every spiritual and religious tradition crammed the entire space of
the huge nave Hearing the mental replay of those sounds reawakened the
strong feehngs of human sohdarity and the spiritual energy released in the

cathedral that June day in 1982.
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The world religions have played a vital role in the struggle More than any
other single force in the movement, they demonstrated the ablhty to transcend
cultural, political, and ideological differences, and manifested the courage to
articulate fundamental moral principles In the face of pohtlcal pragmatism
Their convergence into a single world force for peace and disarmament had
come from small, fragmentary beginnings I thought for an instant of a
church basement in Brooklyn where another saffron-robed monk from Japan
had spoken, simply but with passion, to a group of no more than fifteen
people less than a year before the gathering of the ten thousand. We sat then at
folding tables of the kind found in church basements and school gyms across
the United States. Beside me was a Colombian Catholic priest, and next to him
the Lutheran pastor of the church I had never seen that pastor before, but we
knew each other and spoke to each other from a relationship of long standing
and the closeness that comes from recognition of a common struggle The
priest I had known over the decade since a small seminar in Mexico had
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brought together a handful of educators from the Umted States and Latin
America to explore the possibilities of cooperative efforts in peace education,
It was these small meetings, these tentative connections and common
endeavors, that built a worldwide network of persons of very different
backgrounds and life circumstance who shared similar hopes, fears, and
visions Although infrequently together, they had forged a community of ,
caring through which they gave each other support and courage, The courage
to continue In the face of setback after setback was undoubtedly the essential
ingredient in the whole recipe of the disarmament struggle
That courage was evident when some in the religious establishment who
saw the need to return to the prophetic role of religion began to articulate
what many were beginning to intuit about the meaning of nuclear weapons,
and about the international system that had produced them at so great a cost to
the entire human family. As nations marched blindly from one stage of
military preparedness to the next "advance m weapons technology," military
values took precedence over humane norms It was in the early 1980s that the
churches spoke out most forcefully against the irrationality and evil of the
weapons, of the arms race, of the militarization process, giving popular voice
to the ethical choice only a few scientists and philosophers had recognized
In the early years of the "atomic age ,,7 The churches had been in the
forefront, too, m organizing the massive demonstrations against nuclear
weapons and war that had taken place in cities all over the world in the early
1980s.
As the clergy gathered, preparing to file onto the platform, I noticed a
young woman wearing a clerical collar above a dark blue bib. The collar made
her appearance no less "feminine" than that of the older woman she was chattlng with Her companion wore a heavy cross and chain on a turtleneck sweater
above a simple skirt I took her to be a Catholic sister. Their presence m that
gathering represented not only the significant merger between feminist
politics and the peace movement that had confronted the conscience of the
churches and the governments, but also the millions of women who had
worked in their own communities to educate people to the dangers and the
possibilities. I thought of the letter I had received about ten years ago from a
young friend in Oxford, England, the mother of an eight-year-old girl who
wanted a future for her child, who had surprised even herself, never having
spoken in public, by beginning to make public speeches, first in her own 0
village, then in other small communities across England Together with other
mothers who began to instruct themselves as they stood in the play yard
watching children whose chances of becoming adults diminished with each
technological weaponry advance, she formed a national movement similar to
that being organized by women all over the world In her letter she had told me
of the four women who met around a kitchen table in Copenhagen about a
year before the U.N. Mid-Decade Women's Conference was to meet there in
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1980, and how from that conversation began the European Women for Peace
movement, a high point of which was presenting a peace petition to the
secretary general of the United Nations. It was Indeed the women who nurtured
and cultivated the grass-roots peace movement, standing on American street
corners with Freeze8 petitions, traveling across Europe in second-class night
trains to meet with sisters in other cities without the benefit of formal
translation or any of the professional and diplomatic support systems that
facilitate international dialogue Their support system was their own
commitment to the future of their children. Their facilities were their own
energies and their conviction that the struggle for women's equality and the
struggle for world peace were one, an insight that for so long many in the
movement, even those whose contribution was the analysis of the situation
from which political strategies were derived, found hard to comprehend.
Indeed, many still find it hard.
Yes, many of us in this struggle have had our bland spots to the way in which
particular individual or group concerns related to the common goal.
Certainly diversity and political divisions had often threatened to shatter the
force we had begun to build, to dissipate the unity of efforts toward a universal
objective. There were more political struggles than those between the
superpowers and between the first and third worlds Divisiveness within
nations was spawned by the traditional political approaches to the problem,
and was sometimes made worse by controversies among the researchers and
scientists, many of whom claimed to have the "correct analysis" on which the
political strategy for disarmament should be based The peace research
movement that emerged in Europe and the United States in the 1950s and
1960s certainly made an important contribution in spite of such differences as
those between advocates of "arms control" and the advocates of "disarmament."

Looking over the delegates, I picked out reseachers I had known through
the years who had devoted so much of their energies not only to the research,
but to trying to bring their findings to the attention of the political
establishment. I remembered the way in which the peace research community
had worked to increase the participation and the substantive role of
nongovernmental organizations in the U.N deliberations on disarmament.

From the early 1980s they had begun to act as a kind of global lobby in the
interest of humankind, interacting with those in the international talks who
were operating from the traditional national-interest perspective. Surely it
was this sophisticated and informed lobbying that convinced the practical
politicians that policy could be made in "the human interest "9 The tenacious
efforts of some of these researchers and other nongovernmental orgamzatlons
In and around the United Nations had significantly changed the course of
deliberations. It was wonderful to see the People's Security1° lobby as an offacial delegation to the International meeting that had drafted and was now
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bringing into force this Treaty for General and Complete Disarmament
Many nongovernmental orgamzatlons were represented by such official
delegations to this signature ceremony.
As the People's Security delegation filed Into the stand, we observers
jumped to our feet in a wild burst of applause, for they represented more than
anything else "our victory," a victory we knew to be possible only in the kind
of game where everybody wins Among those we recognized in the delegation
were the Japanese teacher from the Asian Regional ESR walking with the
African, Latin American, and European educators whom we had elected to
represent us officially at the ceremony Walking together among the
International Physicians against Nuclear Warix were a neurosurgeon from the
Soviet Union and a psychiatrist from the United States. The others I did not
know but assumed they were from the social scientist, performing artist, and
other professional groups that had begun to organize and build global
networks for nuclear disarmament in the spring and summer of 1982
following the example of the churches and the physicians, just as we had
in forming Educators for Social Responsibility
For a whale I believed it was really the formal educational efforts that had
made the difference, helping people to see the need to change, the need
expressed by President Kennedy for "mankind to put an end to war [before]
war [puts] an end to mankind " Educators organizing in response to the
nuclear threat had served as a catalyst to introduce peace studies into schools
and all kinds of learning settings throughout the world The work that had
been developed since the early 1960s on the methods of teaching about
alternauves to war, and the possibilities for nonviolent conflict resolutmn,
began to be accepted even in some of the more conservative educational
systems 12 Even now I was sure that education was a very significant part of it,
perhaps the most significant That whole movement during the 1980s was an
educative process In itself People were trying to learn, struggling to instruct
themselves In the issues related to weapons development, to national security,
to means to end the arms race and possible alternatives to war. It may have
been one of the most important learning experiences in human history.
Indeed, I was very sure that what we had learned about the international
system and how our efforts to make our nations more secure through more
numerous and more powerful arms only made us more insecure was the most
important of all lessons Yet cognitive learning, understanding even so
important a phenomenon as armed insecurity, simply did not explain it all
There was something more that had made the difference.
Among the People's Security delegation I also noted the American senator
who had been one of those to introduce the Nuclear Freeze into the U.S
Senate His presence there reminded me of the parallel development of
education with political action and the way in which the citizens movement
had influenced and in fact provided the direction for changing pohtlcal
policies Yet I thought, too, of the nature of the early antinuclear efforts,
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particularly the Nuclear Freeze, which called for a halt to the way things were
going and became a prelude to a new direction But as the freeze was first
proposed and discussed, in itself It did not propose or contain a specific
positive direction Those positive energies I recalled from the cathedral service
did find a political vehicle when the antlwar movement joined the social
, justice movement, when the commitment to fulfilling human needs became
as strong as the urgent desire to prevent human annihilation. It was that
merger, which generated the really significant force, which kept us going
, through this last decade It brought into the movement many who previously
had not seen as their own the problem of preventing nuclear annihilation and
devising alternatives to war We began to see how these issues were
inseparably related, just as the ferninlsts came to understand that the
militaristic values propelling the arms race were the very same values that kept
women "In their place " So, too, the economically deprived, and the
politically oppressed, began to comprehend the war system as a fundamental
cause of their condition,is Most people came to see that system pushing us
closer and closer to the last day of civilization
The connection to economic equity, social justice, and human rights gave
us something very positive to struggle for. While the researchers had been
putting out annual reports showing the social costs of the arms race from the
mid-seventies on,14 it was the budget cuts In human services coming

simultaneously with increasing arms expenditures to almost incomprehensible proportions that helped us put things together Anyone following world
events was painfully aware of two sagmficant trends: severe economic crisis
and unemployment on a worldwide basis, accompanied by a rising tide of
global militarization Many countries were falling under the control of the
military and virtually all were building large military establishments Arms
control negotiations were stalled as one technological "advance" after
another produced ever deadlier weaponry. It took years before an alternative
international security system as the fundamental requirement for disarmament became clear to all. The freeze and the proposals of the Defensive
Weapons System for cutting back on the big weapons helped to focus on the
need for system change, and made more sweeping proposals possible. When
' the U.N. Second Special Session on Disarmament was convened in 1982, the
general concern and growing fear brought it unprecendented public attention

The event itself was no radical departure from the ordinary diplomatic
trends and events. The opening session replicated the same atmosphere, the
same procedures as innumerable other sessions That day I sat in the section
reserved for observers from nongovernmental organizations, excited and
hopeful because the session was finally taking place Looking out at the
assembly at all the close-cropped male heads and dark suits I thought, "It's all
the same. How can anything different come out of this?" Recalling that small
core of hope overlaid by the lack of expectation of anything from the
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established pohtical order, it finally came to me It was the environment in
which the session took place. It was what was happening outside the hails that
began to turn the tide.
It was the women, the rehglous, the educators, the professionals, the researchers, those few politicians who began to understand, all of them reaching
out to take strength from each other, acknowledging a belief in the possibility ,
of a future, affirming that the human drama was not yet played out It was that, o
the people taking responslblhty for the future, recognizing that the structures
in place were not adequate to the task. So they took it up themselves with no '
small degree of fear and yet with courage and even a sense of joy. That was the
real turning point For me it was marked from the particular day when the
largest of all the growing number of demonstrations for nuclear disarmament
took place as a gesture of sohdarlty and support to the delegates of the Second
Special Session on Disarmament Nearly a million people came into the
streets of New York surrounding the Umted Nations and walked together to
Central Park. The park that day was used for recreation, for celebration in a
way in which it had never been before, in which perhaps no public park had
ever been used The music, the speeches, the cheers, were the initiation of this
very ritual we observe today. As colorful as this crowd is, xt pales by comparison with the crowd that took to the New York streets on June 12, 1982,
when youngsters w1 th the safety-pin earrings of the punk-rock generation and
monks garbed in the robes of their religious orders walked together with the
elderly and disabled in wheelchairs, businessmen in vests and ties, and
mothers pushing baby strollers. They had come from all over the world, the
young, the old, those with means, those with none, to walk together, to say
with one voice, "We will live! We choose life for ourselves and our children
And we will remember how close we are at this moment of choice to the

possibility of death "
June 12, 1982, was the first day of hope, a day of affirmation when we knew
there was the possibility that it could be done, because of our own
commitment and because of those who had risked and struggled before us. As
the marchers walked by the platform near the entrance to the park on which a
group of Japanese musicians sat surrounded by banners carrying the slogan ,
"Never Again," we took up that chant, "Never againI Never agalnl" We knew
we had to remember, to remember Hiroshima, to remember the victims of weaponry, war, and mahtarism. Last fall when the discussions were taking
place about the venue for today's ceremony, almost the only point everyone
agreed on right away was that the location should have profound significance
to this commitment not to forget what we have done as well as what we almost
did. It should be in one of the many places that now symbolize the dark side of
ourselves, which came so close to destroying us Guernica, Auschwitz,
Hiroshlma, Nagasaki, Afghanistan, My Lai, Lebanon. It was finally decided
that we would come to this stadium, that we would observe that rememberance and this promise here in this place where the throats of poets were
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crushed, where the hands of musicians were smashed and the voices of those
who cried for justice were silenced by militarism so deaf to poetry and music,
so fearful of justice, that it brought us so very close to the final silence and to
losing the possibility of this beginning.
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